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Abstract. In this paper, methods for reducing the computational load of
an adaptive iterative image restoration algorithm while producing a re-
stored image of high visual quality are proposed. These methods are based
on a class of iterative restoration algorithms that exhibit a first- or higher-
order convergence, and some of them consist of on-line and off-line corn-
putational parts. Since only the first-order or linear algorithm can take a
computationally feasible adaptive formulation for image restoration, it-
erative algorithms that combine the linear and higher-order algorithms
are proposed. These algorithms converge to the weighted minimum norm
least-squares solution with significantly less computational load corn-
pared to the adaptive linear algorithm. The quality of the adaptively re-
stored image depends on the choice of the weight coefficients, which are
evaluated based on the spatial activity of the image. Various methods for
computing the local spatial activity in the image are proposed. These
methods are shown to produce visually better restoration results. Also, a
method for computing the weight coefficients only at the edges is pro-
posed, which results in additional computational savings. Finally, exper-
imental results are presented and the various restoration methods are
compared with respect to their computational complexity, the mean squared
error, and the visual quality of the restored images.

Subject terms: adaptive image restoration; regularization; iterative algorithms.
Optical Engineering 29(12), 1458-1468 (December 1990).

1. INTRODUCTION
It is probably safe to say that there is no application area where
images are acquired that does not have active or potential work
in image ,2 In many practical situations the image
degradation can be adequately modeled by a linear blur (motion,
out-of-focus , atmospheric turbulence) and an additive white
Gaussian noise process.' More specifically, the following gen-
eral degradation model is considered:

y=Dx+n, (1)

where the vectors y and x represent, respectively, the lexico-
graphically ordered blurred and original images and n is the
observation noise. In our formulation, matrix D represents a
space-invariant deterministic distortion, and it is assumed to be
block-circulant. Then, Eq. (1) involves a circular convolution
and can be implemented in the discrete frequency domain using
the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) . The image restoration
problem is to invert Eq . (1) or to find an image as close as
possible to the original one, subject to a suitable optimality
criterion given y, D, and some knowledge about the noise n.
Due to the ill-conditionedness of D and the presence of noise,
a regularization approach is followed in solving the restoration
problem. In Refs. 3 through 5 adaptive and nonadaptive iterative
constrained restoration algorithms have been developed based
on regularization theory. The restoration problem becomes the
solution of the following well-conditioned system of equations:

(DTWD + aCTFC)1 = DTWy, (2)
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or For an integer p 2, the following algorithms,
Ax b (3) A0=3AT, 03b,
where the constraint C imposes a smoothness requirement on , -
the solution (high-pass filter) and F and W are diagonal weight F1 = (I — A_i)' , (7)
matrices with entries evaluated according to the detailed dis-
cussion of Sec . 3 . Finally, the regularization parameter a de-
pends on the signal-to-noise ratio and needs to be adjusted. Ap Ikp lAkp I Xkp kp iXkp I
According to a set theoretic approach, a = (E/E)2, where E
and E are bounds on the norm of the noise and signal, also converge to the MN solution of Eq. (3) for the same bounds
respectively.5 on p7,8 (the case when A is positive definite is studied in Refs.

Iterative algorithms are used in our work in solving for the 9 and 10). An advantage of Eq. (7) is that since A is known a
minimum norm solution of Eq. (3), due to their advantages over priori, matrices {Ik} can be computed in advance, or off-line.
other existing restoration techniques.5'6 In Sec. 2. 1 , first- and Then, the computation Of{k} is the on-line part. It is shown7'8"0
higher-order adaptive regularized image restoration algorithms that iteration (7) has a pth order convergence rate; that is,
and their convergence rates are presented. In Sec. 2.2, it is
shown that among the above algorithms, only the spatially adap- fk — II

, (8)tive first-order algorithm is suitable for adaptive image resto-
ration. However, the computational load of the first-order al-
gorithm is quite high due to its slow convergence rate. Based where the convergence factor c is given by Eq. (6).
on the convergence properties of the iterative algorithms, adap- Although in theory iterative algorithms converge after an
tive combined iterative algorithms are proposed in Sec. 2.3. infinite number of iterations, in practice they are terminated after
These algorithms require significantly fewer computations than a finite number of iterations. For analysis purposes, the total
the linear adaptive algorithm, as discussed in Sec. 2.4. In Sec. 3 , number of iterations can be determined by requiring that the
the computation of the weight matrices F and W, which introduce normalized residual error of the restored image be less than or
the spatial adaptation, is considered. The entries of these ma- equal to a given small positive number r. When Eq. (4) is used,
trices are evaluated based on the spatial local activity of the then according to Eq. (5), the total number of iterations is
image, which is computed using a number of methods presented

Flog(rlc)]in Sec . 3 .2. In Sec . 3 .3, various methods for evaluating the
weight coefficients with reduced computational load are pro- m1 =

log(c) I
' (9)

posed. In Sec. 4, experimental results are presented and the
various restoration methods are compared. Finally, Sec. 5 con- where [x] denotes the smallest integer greater than or equal tocludes the paper. . For the pth order algorithm, according to Eq. (8), the total

number of iterations is given by2. ITERATIVE RESTORATION ALGORITHMS
Flog[log(r)/Iog(c)I 12.1. Adaptive regularized iterative algorithms m =

log(p) f
• (10)A class of iterative restoration algorithms with first- and higher-

order convergence rates is presented in this section. Assuming
that F and W are known diagonal weight matrices with positive In addition, as suggested by Eqs. (5) and (8), there is a relation
elements, the matrix A = DTWD + aCTFC in Eq. (3) is in between the number of iterations required by Eqs. (4) and (7)
general a square positive semidefinite matrix. The following in reaching the same point in the restoration path, when both
algorithm (Bialy's iteration), algorithms are used to solve the same restoration problem. More

specifically, the kth step of Eq. (7) is equivalent to v(k) it-
erations of Eq. (4), where

v(k) = kpI • (11)
= (I — aCTFC)ikI 1 + 3DTW(y Dk1- i) , (4)

Thus , the relation between the total number of iterations m i and
converges to the minimum norm (MN) solution of Eq. (3); m is given by
that is , = A b where A is the generalized inverse of A,
for 0 < 1 < 21[AII In Eq. (4) k1 denotes the iteration step m1 = v(k) = ptmP — 1 . (12)of the first-order algorithm; henceforth, k (k 2) denotes '
the iteration step of the pth order algorithm. The linear rate of
convergence of iteration (4) is expressed in terms of the nor-
malized residual error, according to7 Equation (12) shows that Eq. (7) converges after a small number

of iterations compared to the number of iterations of Eq. (4).
ftki XII ''+ I

(5)
At the same time, although the complexity ofEq. (7) per iteration

I+II is greater than that of Eq. (4), its overall computational load is
less compared to the first-order algorithm.7'° The latter is due

where to the fact that in each iteration step, the pth order algorithm
converges exponentially with a factor p, whereas its computa-

c = max{ 1 — 3AIl2I, 1 — + — 2} (6) tional load increases linearly with the same factor (see Sec. 2.4).
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k

(kr, k1) = k
k = m

2.3. Combined iterative algorithms
Let us define a combined iteration step by (kr, k1), where k
and k1 are the iteration indices of Eqs. (7) and (4), respectively.
If we denote by ik = theupdated solution after k iterations
of the combined algorithm (CA), then the solution update num-
ber k is defined by k = k1), where k = 1,2,... ,m, and
the function , is defined below for two different CAs, that is,

= I or II. As will become clear, the algorithms that are pre-
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(16)

where K = m i — pmp 1 The convergence rate of CA-I! is
expressed by

Ik — Il <c+k1 (17)I+II
-

where again c is given by Eq. (6) and the function ii is defined
by

2.2. Application to adaptive image restoration
The application of the adaptive iterative algorithms (4) and (7)
to image restoration is studied in this section. Let us assume
that the image x is of size M1 x M2. Then matrix A is of size
M1M2 X M1M2, which for a typical image size represents an
unmanageable amount of data. The constraint C is chosen to be
a 2-D high-pass filter so that the energy of the restored image
at high frequencies is bounded.4 The entries of the diagonal
weight matrices F and W range between zero and one, and they
are evaluated from an estimate of the local activity of the original
image, as discussed in Sec. 3. Since the original image is not
available, F and W need to be computed from an estimate of
the original image, such as the one provided at each iteration
step. Then an algorithm that is adaptive in the iteration domain
results. Hard constraint operators (also represented by a pro-
jection onto a convex set) incorporating a priori knowledge about
the solution into the iteration can also be used in iteration (4).
An example of such a constraint is the nonlinear positivity con-
straint, which has been shown to be very powerful and useful
in image restoration.5'6 However, since hard constraints alter
the convergence properties of the algorithm, they are not con-
sidered in this work.

Advantages of Eq. (4) are that its implementation does not
require storage of large matrices, and it can be performed ef-
ficiently in the spatial domain using 2-D convolutions or in the
spatial and frequency domain using 2-D DFTs. The higher-order
algorithms of Eq. (7), however, are not suitable for adaptive
image restoration due to the following reasons:

(1) In implementing Eq. (7), the full storage of the matrices
{Ak} and {I} is required (both are of dimension M1M2 x M1M2),
as well as multiplication of matrices of the same size. Therefore,
in practice the higher-order algorithms are not suitable for adap-
tive image restoration due to excessive storage and computa-
tional loads.

(2) According to our experimental evidence, hard constraints
cannot be used with the higher-order algorithms because they
lead to erroneous results or cause divergence.

(3) The weight matrices F and W are used only in determining
A0, and they are not updateçl, as in the case with Eq. (4). F and
w should depend on the spatial activity of the original image.
If, however, they are based on the available distorted image (or
an estimate of the original image), they will be in error because
of heavily blurred or shifted edges and noise. Furthermore, since
Eq. (7) involves matrix multiplications with F and W, these
errors are likely to be amplified in each iteration step [note that
Eq. (4) seems to be robust to those errors due to the correction
term (b — Aiki_1)J.

If we set F = W = I, the identity matrix, A is a block-
circulant matrix; therefore, Eq. (7) can be implemented very
efficiently in the discrete Fourier domain.1 Based on the above
observations, we propose in the next section algorithms that
combine iterations (7) with F = W = I and Eq. (4).

sented next represent only two of the many possible ways Eqs.
(7) and (4) can be combined.

Combined algorithm I: According to this algorithm, K,, it-
erations of Eq. (7) with F = W = I are run first, replacing
pKP_ 1 iteration of Eq. (4). Then algorithm (4) is applied for K
= mi — pKP iterations, where mi is determined from Eq. (9)
for a given E . That is, the combined iteration step is defined by

(k,k) = { = 1,2,...,K , = ?, K . (13)

Therefore, the function is determined by

k=k +k1 , (14)

while mi = K + K! . The expression for the convergence rate
of CA-I is given by

IkkXII cPk1 , (15)

where c is given by Eq. (6).
In implementing this algorithm we need to determine the

desired order p and K so that K! = am! , for given values of r
and a, where 0 a 1 . However, since 1(1 and ml are integers,
the above equation will not be satisfied exactly if a < 1 ; there-
fore, the pair (p,Kp) that minimizes 1K! — amil should be cho-
sen. In case there are more than one pairs of integers that satisfy
this criterion, we select the pair with the smaller order p. De-
pending on the value of a, we have 0 K mAY, , where m
is given by Eq. (10). Note that for a = 1 , we get K = 0 and
K m in Eq. (9); therefore, CA-I reduces to Eq. (4) and k
= k1 . On the other hand, for e = c' ', if we let a = 0, we
get K = m in Eq. (10) and K = 0; therefore, CA-I reduces
to Eq. (7) and k = k.

Combined algorithm II: According to this scheme, Eqs. (4)
and (7) are used interchangeably in updating the solution. Given
C , the total number of iterations m for Eq. (4) and m for Eq.
(7) are respectively determined from Eqs. (9) and (10). Algo-
rithm (7) with F = W = I is run the equivalent of m iterations
in the following way. If m is odd (even), then Eq. (7) updates
the solution at its even (odd) iterations, while its odd (even)
iterations are replaced by v(k ) [Eq. (1 1 )I iterations of Eq. (4).
Let us set w = mod(m ,2) (i.e. , m modulo 2) and 5 = 1 —

w. Then the combined iteration step is given by

=1,3 m—1—w, k1=l,2
= 2,4 m—1—Za , k1 = 1,2 r5v(k)

k1=1,2 K,
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k=O
o,o o = /3DTy
A0 = /3(DTD + aCTC)
for k = 1 to rn do

if k < m then k—i : — Ak_1)
if k < rn and mod(knz,2) = 1 then

k= k+1
Xk,O Xk = k1Xk1

end if
if mod(krn,2) = 0 then

if k < rn then K = zi(k)
if k = rn then K = mi —p"i1
for k1 — 1 to K do

k = k+
Xk,k1 Xk = (I — 3nCTFC)k_l

+ /3DTW(y Dk_1)
end ioop k1

end if
if k < rn — 1 then Ak,, = Ik_1Ak_1

end loop k
D

Fig. 1 . Implementation of CA-Il.

— (I) + : v(j)mod(j+, 2) + k1
j=1

k=
kr—I

—--d
= u(k) + ui(k,k1)

Let us set mil = K + Ki , where K! ui(m ,K) and K =
up(m1!, ) are the number of times the solution is updated using
Eqs. (4) and (7), respectively. Then, for given values of r and
a, where 0 a 1 , we need to determine the desired order p
and m , wherep 2 and m > 2, so that K! = am! . However,
as before, since the above equation will not be satisfied exactly
if a is not an integer, the pair (p,mp) that minimizes IKp — amlI
is chosen. If there are more than one such pairs, we select the
pair with the smaller order p. Note that if we let m = 2, then
for any pair (p, 2) that satisfies the above criterion, this algorithm
reduces to CA-I, whereas for a = 1 it reduces to Eq. (4). An
implementation of CA-Il is given in Fig. 1.

2.4. Comparison based on the computational load
In this section, algorithms (4), CA-I, and CA-I! are compared
on the basis of their computational cost. We consider the com-
mon case when D is a block-circulant matrix and the imple-
mentation of the algorithms is done in the discrete frequency
domain with the use of the fast Fourier transform (FFT). A 2-D
vector radix FF1' with support NF = MXM, where M =
max{Mi ,M2}, requires (12 + 6log2NF)NF real 12

In the following, the computational load is expressed in terms
of the number of operations required for the implementation of
the algorithm, where multiplications and additions are assumed
to have equal costs.

In evaluating the computational load for the adaptive resto-
ration algorithms, we assume that the weight matrices are avail-
able and that they are kept constant. It is easily verified that the
computational load of CA-I is given by

C1(k ,k1) = {(2p — l)k + (57 + 24log2N)(k1 + 1) — 2}NF

C = 0.9 a (p, icr) Ci TflJ CI/NF Cj/C1

e=c26_1
= 1.310 x i0

1.0 (1,63) 63 63 28,222 1.0000
0.7 (20,1) 43 44 19,441 0.6888
0.6 (3,3) 36 39 16,330 0.5786
0.0 (2,6) 0 6 457 0.0175

C c34_1
= 2.184 x iO

1.0 (1,80) 80 80 35,719 1.0000
(5,2) 55 24,712 0.6918

0.6 (2,5) 48 53 21,622 0.6053
0.0 (3,4) 0 4 459 0.0128

TABLE II. Comparison between the computation load required by
algorithm (4) and CA-Il, where NF = 256 x 256.

C = 0.95 a (p nip) ci rn'j CIJ/NF Cu/C1

C = 1 x i0—
1.0 (1,179) 179 179 79,378 1.0000
0.8 (6,3) 148 149 65,715 0.8278
0.7 (4,4) 127 129 56,463 0.7113
0.6 (9,3) 106 107 47,199 0.5946

a = 1 x i0—
1.0 (1,224) 224 224 99,223 1.0000
0.8 (7,3) 181 182 80,270 0.8089
0.7 (9,3) 151 152 67,044 0.6756
0.6 (10,3) 133 134 59,108 0.5957

where the first part is due to the application of Eq. (7) and the
second part is due to initialization and application of Eq. (4).

(18) The above expression is quite general. It reduces to the corn-
putational load of Eq. (4) if we set k = 0, that is, C1(ki) =
C1(O,k1), and to the computational load of Eq. (7) with F = W
= I if we set k1 = 0, that is, C(k) = C1(k ,O). Similarly,
the computational load of CA-Il is given by

C11(k,k1) = {(4p — 3)u(k) — (2p + 3)
+ (57 + 24log2NF)u1(k,kl)}NF , (20)

where UI and u are as defined in Eq. (18). It is clear from the
above expressions that each application of Eq. (4) requires at
least four FFT operations, whereas each application of Eq. (7)
requires a small number of operations, which depends linearly
on the orderp. At the same time, Eq. (7) converges exponentially
with a factor p, whereas both the convergence rate and the
computational load of Eq. (4) are linear functions of the iteration
step k1 . Therefore, the higher-order algorithms are very effective
in accelerating the restoration process when used in combination
with Eq. (4).

The data shown in Tables I and II represent a comparison
between Eq. (4) and the CAs I and II, respectively, for NF =
256x 256. For a = 1 , both CAs reduce to algorithm (4). Then,
Ci(0,m1) = Ci(mi) and Cu = Ci(mi). Therefore, the compu-
tational load is compared with Ci(mi) for both CAs. For non-
integer values of a , the pairs (p ,K ) that minimized 1K i — am ii
are computed and are shown in Tables I and II, respectively.
As is clear from these tables, the computational load of CA-I
and CA-Il reduces significantly when compared with the corn-
putational load of Eq. (4) (a = 1), as expressed by the ratios
CL/cl and C11/Ci , respectively.

The case of a = 0, when CA-I reduces to Eq. (7), is also
shown in Table I for p = 2 and p = 3. Note that the compu-
tational load of Eq. (7) is quite small compared to that of Eq.

(19) (4). Therefore, if we neglect the computational load of Eq. (7)
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TABLE I. Comparison between the computation load required by
algorithm (4) and CA-I, where NF = 256 x 256.
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ADAPTIVE ITERATIVE IMAGE RESTORATION WITH REDUCED COMPUTATIONAL LOAD

same window. That is, p(i,j) = Sç..{i} in Eq. (24) for the
weight distribution given by Eq. (25).

3.2.3. Variable window
According to this approach," N,,3 can vary between Nmjn and
Nmax, both deterniined experimentally. The value ofN,, depends
on the signal local activity and is determined only once during
the iterative restoration procedure, as follows: Let Si-', range
from zero to a maximum value, that is, Sr E [O,Smaxl . For
Sr small (flat areas), is set large to suppress the noise in
the estimation of p(ij) = whereas for Sc, large (edges),
N,, is set small. Let us define the thresholds Te , 1 , . . . , T,
where 0 <T€ - i<T€ < 1 and r = Nmax Nmin. Then is
selected according to

N,1 — Nmax + 1 — e , if Te — iSmax < p(i,j) TeSmax , (27)

where ? = 1 , . . . , 'r and T0 = 0. Typical values of the parameters
are Nmjn 1 , Nmax = 3 , and the thresholds can be determined
experimentally, e.g., for 'r = 2, T1 = 0.2, and T2 = 0.5.

3.2.4. Adaptive window
In Ref. 14 a method for the adaptive estimation of the local
sample variance in a noisy image was proposed, in the context
of noise filtering. The same method is adopted here, where the
estimates of S. .{i} or Sy..{i} are used to evaluate x(i,j). Ac-
cording to this adaptive windowing procedure, among the ele-
ments in thu, only the elements in E are used in measuring
signal activity since they can effectively represent the charac-
teristics of the neighborhood as the size of the window changes.
Then, S.. is given by Eqs. (22) and (24), where the uniform
distribution for g(l, ,12) is used with y,j = 4(L,,3 — 1). If a 2-D
data array is handled in a column-by-column fashion, the
N1,'s are sequentially determined as follows:

1min[N, + 1 , Nmax] , ifSjj < T1,=
(_ max[N1, — 1 , Nmin], if Sjj

where Nmin 1 and Nmax 5 may be sufficient in most
applications and the threshold T,, is defined below. For the initial
element of each column, the corresponding N1,3 may be reset
to a moderate size.

It is assumed that the moving window meets an edge area
when the signal activity reflects no less than three aberrant sam-
ples in the present i since the smallest window size is 3 x 3.
Thus, the threshold at the (i,j) point is given by

3 2=

where q is determined experimentally (usually 2s1s 10). To
make the region "I',, free of aberrant data when it touches an
ideal edge (that is, when N, —i,j <N,, and > T1,), N,, is
decremented by one and S is recomputed from the adjusted
window before determining N, +i. Once N,, is determined,
Vqy,, and Sq are obtained from Eqs. (22) and (24), respectively,
where the uniform distribution for g(11,12) with =
(L,,— 2)2 or the weight distribution of Eq. (25) can be used.
The sequential variation of the window takes place for all interior
points (i,j), where a full (2Nmax + 1) X (2Nmax + 1) window is

available. The window shape is modified appropriately in the
vicinity of a boundary of the image.

3.3. Evaluation of the weight coefficients
In the adaptive image restoration case, the amount of regulari-
zation and restoration at each pixel depends on the local image
activity and is controlled by F and W, respectively. This is clear
if one takes a close look at algorithm (4). The update of the
solution performed at each step involves two parts. In the first
part, the low-pass operator (I — 3aCTFC) is applied to the pre-
vious solution Xki — 1 . The entries of F are weight coefficients
that control the amount of smoothness at the various spatial
locations of the image. In the second part, the correction term
I3DTW(y — DIk, 1) is added to the previous solution. The entries
of W are weight coefficients that control the rate of restoration
at each spatial location of the image.

Let us consider the functions f(i,j) and w(i,j), where i =
1,..., M, and j= 1 M2. The values of these functions are
stacked along the diagonal of the M1M2 x MiMi diagonal mat-
rices F and W, respectively. As mentioned in Sec. 3.1, the NVF
at each spatial location depends on the local activity. Therefore,
by letting

f(i,j) = NVF(i,j), (30)

the amount of regularization or smoothing imposed to the so-
lution by the algorithm is larger at the flat areas of the image
than at the edges. Moreover, since a larger amount of decon-
volution is desired at the edges, which results in amplification
of nonvisible noise, we set

w(i,j) = 1 — NVF(i,j) (31)

In computing NVF(i,j) according to Eq. (21), p(i,j) =Si{} and p(i,j) = Vr1,{} for Eqs. (30) and (3 1 ), respec-
tively. Note that according to Eqs. (30) and (31), around edges
we have f(i,j) — 0 (reduced smoothing) and w(i,j) —* 1 (full

(28) restoration). At the flat areas of the image we have f(i,j)—>1
(full smoothing) and w(i,j) < 1 (reduced restoration).

In implementing the adaptive iterative restoration algorithms,
the proper evaluation of the weight matrices F and W requires
knowledge of the spatial activity in the original undistorted im-
age, which is unavailable in practice. Therefore, the spatial
activity is computed from an estimate of the original image and
the adaptive restoration is performed using the following meth-
ods.

3.3.1. Constant F, W
According to this method, an estimate of the original image is

(29) obtained first by using a nonadaptive restoration method, e.g.,
CA-I with K, = 0and K = m , computed according to Eq. (10).
In this case, the computational load is very small compared to
the computttional load of the adaptive algorithm. For example,
for r = C3 andp =3, we have K3 = 4 and the number of
computations required is only 1 .28% of that required by the
adaptive linear algorithm (see Table II). Then, the masking func-
tion can be computed from the restored image using any of the
methods discussed in Sec. 3.2 and the weight matrices are eval-
uated as discussed above. As is shown in Sec. 4, the nonadap-
tively restored image has large spatial activity (due to noise
amplification during the inversion process) and the adaptive win-
dow method performs best. Finally, the image is restored using
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EFSTRATIADIS, KATSAGGELOS

an adaptive algorithm with the weight matrices kept constant
throughout the iterative restoration process.

3.3.2. UpdatedF,W
An alternative method is to update the weight matrices at each
iteration based on the current estimate of the original image.
The idea behind this approach is that since the noise amplification
in an adaptively restored image is significantly reduced, the
estimation of the weight coefficients should be more accurate.
In this case, the computation of the local activity at each iteration
step clearly increases substantially the computational load of the
adaptive algorithm. Therefore, an efficient method for updating
the weight coefficients f(i,j) and w(i,j) is proposed based on an
image segmentation approach. Let us assume that the masking
function is evaluated from the updated solution Xk, i.e.,
ix(i,j) = Vr,J{k} or Sr,,J{Ik}. Let denote the set of points in
the image for which Sr1 >0, and f the set of points for which
Sr1 = 0. Then, defines an edge mask, whereas 9) contains
the points that belong to the flat areas of the image. According
to our experimental evidence, 9) contains the majority of the
points in 1k. Since at those points f(i,j) and w(i,j) are constant,
that is,

f(i,j) = 1, w(i,j) = 1Oe2, V(i,j)E9), (32)

there is no need to further update them. Thus, after the edge
mask is determined, it is stored as an integer look-up array,
and the masking function is updated only at those points (
usually contains 20% to 40% of the total number of points).
Note that as the estimate 1k approaches the original image, the
masking function does not change significantly from one itera-
tion to another; therefore, after a certain number of iterations
the weight coefficients can be kept constant. For an image of
size NF M x M, the computational load in updating the NVF
at each iteration step, using a fixed window of y points, is
CNVF(K1) = (l0yK1)NF real operations. On the other hand, the
computational load in computing the NVF using the above method
is CVF(K1) = pCNVF(K1), where p is the ratio of the number
of points in the set over the image size NF. This method results
in great computational savings without any trade-off in resto-
ration quality. However, only the fixed or variable window meth-
ods for the computation of i(i,j) can be applied.

Finally, some other approaches for evaluating the weight
matrices, which reduce the computational load of the adaptive
algorithm, were considered. Matrix F was evaluated according
to Eq. (30) and W was set equal to the unity matrix, i.e. , w(i,j)= 1 , V (i,j). In this method, the entries of F can also become
binary variables; that is, we can setf(i,j) =0, V(i,j) E , and
f(i,j ) = 1 , V (i,j)E9). The effect of these methods on the res-
toration quality is discussed in the next section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present experimental results obtained using
the adaptive image restoration algorithms proposed in this paper.
The original 256 x 256 x 8 image was distorted with 1-D hori-
zontal blur due to motion over 9 samples. White Gaussian noise
was added so that the resulting blurred-signal-to-noise ratio
(BSNR), that is, the ratio of the blurred-signal variance over the
noise variance, is equal to 20 dB. The distorted image is shown
in Fig. 3. Algorithm (4), CA-I, and CA-Il were used in restoring
the distorted image. The constraint C was chosen to be the

1464 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / December 1990 / Vol. 29 No. 12

Laplacian operator and the various parameters were a = 0.05,
13 = 1.0, and 0 = 0.01. The figures of merit used to evaluate
and compare the performance of the restoration algorithms were
the visual quality of the restored image and the improvement in
MSE, which is defined in dB by

1b—x112\
IMSE(k) =

l0logio(p112) (33)

where k denotes the solution update number and x the original
image. The algorithms are also compared in terms of the com-
putational load. In addition, the window methods are compared
and the absolute difference between restored images is very
useful in showing the relative merits of the various adaptive
techniques. The iterative algorithms were terminated when the
criterion

I k Xk_ i112

lFXkIl
(34)

was satisfied, where is a small number, which was set equal
to 1 x 10_6.

4.1. Combined algorithms
In the first set of experiments, F and W were kept constant
throughout the iterative restoration. NVF was computed with
the masking function evaluated from the restored image shown
in Fig. 4, which was obtained using the quadratic (p = 2)
algorithm with F = W = I and m2 = 6. The above approach

Fig. 3. Distorted image (blur due to motion over 9 pixels, BSNR
= 20dB).

Fig. 4. Nonadaptively restored image (F = W = I).
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is necessary especially in the restoration of images distorted by
motion, 2-D uniform, or pill-box blur. In these cases, the dis-
placement of edges in the distorted image is considerable, and
therefore, the evaluation of the NVF directly from the distorted
image gives false entries to F and W, with undesirable restoration
results.

For example, Figs. 5 and 6 show the NVF computed from
the distorted image of Fig. 3 and the restored image of Fig. 4,
respectively, both computed using the fixed window method and
mapped in the range from 0 to 255 . It is clear that in Fig. 5,
due to motion over 9 pixels, in place of the true edges there are
flat areas and the true edges have been shifted to the right and
left, whereas in Fig. 6 the NVF better represents the local spatial
activity in the original image. Even better results can be obtained
by using the variable and adaptive window methods. For ex-
ample, the NVF evaluated with the adaptive window method is
shown in Fig. 7, where the definition of the edges is clearly
improved.

In restoring the distorted image, the weight matrices were
evaluated by the NVF of Fig. 6. To determine the range of
values of the parameter a for which the CAs give the same
restoration result with Eq. (4), they were applied to the resto-
ration of the distorted image of Fig. 3 for different values of a.
Figure 8 shows IMSE as a function of a for CA-I and CA-Il. The
cases a = 1 and a = 0 correspond to Eqs. (4) and (7) with F
= w = I, respectively. It is clear from this figure that the CAs
with 0.6 a < 1 give approximately the same 'MSE with the
adaptive linear algorithm (a = 1), with about (1 —a) X 100
percent less computational load. Also note that CA-Il performed
slightly better than CA-I for the same value of a.

Figure 9 shows 'MSE as a function of the solution update
number k for the three cases . For the curve labeled algorithm
(4), CA-I was used with a = 1 and mi = mi = 50 iterations.
For the curve labeled CA-I, CA-I was also used with a = 0.7
and p = 2; it was terminated at the end of iteration (4,34), that
is, the solution was updated ml = 38 times. For the curve labeled
CA-Il, CA-Il was run with a = 0.6, p = 2, and m2 = 6; it
was terminated at the end of iteration (6,19), that is, the solution
was updated 32 times. Note that both algorithms reached
the same restoration point, as suggested by their convergence
rates given by Eqs. (15) and (17), respectively. It is clear that
the CAs reached the solution faster than Eq. (4). In comparing
the computational load for both algorithms we have that C1(4,34)/
C1(50) = 0.68 and C11(6, 19)/C1(50) = 0.58. That is, CA-I and

CA-Il reached the same restoration point with that of algorithm
(4), with 32% and 42% fewer computations, respectively.

In the second set of experiments, the weight matrices were
updated at each iteration step. The image segmentation approach
presented in Sec. 3 .3 was used. In Fig. 10 the approximate
distribution of the values of the local variance is shown. The
points for which the masking function is greater than zero belong
to the edge-mask , which is shown in Fig. 1 1 . According to
the proposed scheme, the masking function was computed at
each iteration step for about 24.72% of the total number of
points. If the NVF is evaluated at these points using a fixed
window of size 3 x 3 , then the additional computational load
due to the updating of the masking function is CjVF(K1) =
(0.2472)9OKINF. In comparing the computational load of CA-Il
with the edge mask of Fig. 11 to that of algorithm (4) without
the edge mask, we obtain [C11(32) + CvF(32)1/[C1(50) +
CNVF(SO)1 = 0.51 . Thus, the overall computational load is fur-
ther reduced using the proposed algorithm.

4.2. Window size
The restored image obtained by CA-I! using a fixed window size
in evaluating the NVF is shown in Fig. 12, with 'MSE = 3.754
dB. This image is significantly improved when compared to the
nonadaptively restored image of Fig. 4, which contains excessive
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Fig. 5. NVF of the distorted image in Fig. 3 Fig. 6. NVF of the restored image in Fig. 4 Fig. 7. NVF of the restored image in Fig. 4
(fixed window). (fixed window). (adaptive window).

3.0
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

parameter a

Fig. 8. IMSE for CA-I and CA-Il as a function
of the parameter a.

1.0
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noise amplification and ringing effects (IMsE = 3. 191 dB). The
restoration results can be further improved by using the variable
and adaptive window methods for computing the NVF. Table
III compares the restored images obtained with the three window
methods, on the basis of 'MSE. The variable and adaptive win-
dows methods are comparable and offer significant improvement
over the fixed window method. For example, the restored image
using the adaptive method is shown in Fig. 13, which is visually
superior to Fig. 12. Figure 14 shows the absolute difference
between the restored images of Figs. 12 and 13 , mapped in the
range from 100 to 255, where it is clear that the two restored
images differ primarily at the edges and also in the amount of
ringing. Similar results are obtained when the weight matrices
are updated at each iteration, as shown in Table III. Note that
the adaptive window method cannot be used when the masking
function is updated using the edge mask.

4.3. Evaluating F,W
Various methods for evaluating the weight matrices were con-
sidered and compared with respect to the 'MSE Of the restored
image. Some of the results are shown in Table IV. In the first
column, the restoration results obtained by CA-Il are shown,
with constant and updated F, W, when the adaptive and variable
window methods were used, respectively. When W = I and F
is kept constant, we get the image shown in Fig. 15, with 'MSE
= 3 .473 dB . This image is significantly smoother than the non-
adaptively restored image of Fig. 4 without any trade-off in the
sharpness of the edges. On the other hand, compared to the
restored image of Fig. 13, it is much rougher. Note, however,
that this approach is computationally more efficient, and by
increasing the regularization parameter a (heavier spatial
smoothing), the image quality can be improved without the use
of W. Similar results are obtained when W = I and F was updated
(IMsE 3.549 dB). The last method considered is when F is
kept constant with entries either 0 or 1 and W — I. In this case,
the number of multiplications at each iteration step of the adap-
tive algorithm is reduced significantly, while the quality of the
restored image is preserved (IMSE = 3.416 dB).

The above restoration methods were applied to the restoration
of images distorted by various distortion operators and noise
levels, with similar results. The conclusions drawn from the
above experimental results are summarized in the next section.

TABLE III. Comparison between various
methods in computing the masking function
based on the 'MSE.

Weight
Matrices

Window
Constant

Window
Variable

Window
Adaptive

Constant 3.754dB 3.803dB 3.812dB

Updated 3.782dB 3.828dB —

TABLE IV. Comparison between various
methods in evaluating Fand Wbased on the
'MSE.

Weight
Matrices

f = NI7F
sc = 1 — NI7F

f = NVF
rv = 1

f =0 or 1
to = 1

Constant
(Window
Adaptive)

3.812dB 3.473dB 3.416dB

Updated
(Window
Variable)

3.828dB 3.549dB —

1 466 / OPTICAL ENGINEERING / December 1 990 / Vol. 29 No. 12

4

0
0

solution update number k

10 20 30 40

Fig. 9. 'MSE after each solution update for algorithm (4), CA-I, and
CA-Il.

50

+
0
0
0
0
E0B
so0

vi,j = s1, +a
Fig. 10. Distribution of the local activity in the updated image.

Fig. 12. Restored image obtained by CA-Il
(fixed window, constant F,W).
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the problems of restoring noisy-blurred images
using adaptive iterative algorithms with reduced computational
load was considered. A class of adaptive iterative restoration
algorithms was presented, and their convergence rate was stud-
ied. It was explained that only the linear algorithm is suitable
for adaptive image restoration. However, the computational load
of the adaptive algorithm is substantially higher than that of
nonadaptive algorithms with various rates of convergence.
Therefore, in reducing the computational cost of adaptive image
restoration, algorithms that combine the adaptive linear and the
nonadaptive higher-order algorithms were presented. It was shown
that using the CAs, a reduction of the computational load of up
to 40% can be achieved without significant reduction in the
quality of the restored image. The need for improved restoration
results requires that the algorithms adapt to the particular image
being restored. Visually superior results can be obtained by
incorporating properties of the human visual system into the
restoration process. Towards this goal, the signal activity index
was used as a measure of the local spatial activity and the noise
visibility function was used in evaluating the weight matrices.
A number of methods for computing the weight coefficients were
presented and compared experimentally.

The following conclusions were drawn from our experiments:
(a) The proposed restoration algorithms CA-I and CA-Il con-
verge to approximately the same solution with the adaptive linear
algorithm, with significantly fewer computations. (b) The adap-
tive algorithms using the noise visibility function as weight coef-
ficients gave improved results compared to the nonadaptive res-
toration results. (c) Among the various methods for computing
the noise visibility function, the adaptive window method gives
the best performance when the weight matrices are constant and
are evaluated from a nonadaptively restored image. (d) When
the adaptive algorithm is applied to the distorted image directly,
the edge information is incorporated into the restoration process
by updating the weight coefficients. In this case, an edge mask
for the restored image based on the signal activity index of the
updated image was proposed. Such a mask reduces the com-
putational load by updating the local spatial activity only at the
regions of the image with high activity. The variable window
size method was shown to give the best restoration results when
used in updating the noise visibility function at the points of the
edge mask. (e) Finally, the restored images obtained by setting
the weight matrix W equal to the unity matrix were compared
to the above restored images. In this case, the sharpness of edges

is preserved but the restored image is fairly rough, whereas the
computational load is reduced by almost 50%.

The improvement of the various methods for estimating the
masking function is a current research goal. More specifically,
various issues related to the choice of the optimum parameters
need to be investigated. For example, in the variable window
size method, the optimum number of the thresholds and their
values must be determined, whereas in the adaptive window
method the optimum value of the parameter , which determines
the adjusted threshold, needs to be determined. Other parame-
ters, like the regularization parameter a, the tuning parameter
0 , and also the required number of iterations for visually better
results, depend on both the distortion operator and the signal-
to-noise ratio in the distorted image. Finally, methods for re-
ducing the undesirable ringing effect'5 and methods for simul-
taneously identifying the degradation'6 and adaptively restoring
the image need to be investigated.
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